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Dear colleagues,I’m very honoured that I can present you our library project for the city of Ghent, here in Aarhus, where they are working on a magnificent new project, which has a lot of similarities with our own project.I must immediately confess that, at this moment, I cannot claim much credit for what I will present you. As director of the Ghent public library, I’m still a rookie… I’ve only started last year in October. This picture shows the Ghent public library as it is now.



Facts & Figures

• Ghent: 250.000 inhabitants (3th city in B.)
• Public library:

– Main library + 14 neighborhood libraries + 1 
mobile busservice + prison library services

– 75.000 active users (borrowing materials + using
ICT facilities)

– 2 million loans and internet sessions in 2011
– 2000 to 2400 visits each day in the main library
– 4000 Wi-Fi sessions each month
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Ghent is the third biggest city in Belgium, with a fast growing population. To this 250.000 inhabitants you must also ad more than 60.000 students, studying and staying in the city. Ghent is a city of knowledge and culture. Its university and colleges have built up a strong reputation and made Ghent into the most important city of higher education in the country.Our figures are still quite impressive. We’re the most visited cultural institution in Ghent. But we see – as in other libraries – that the classical use of libraries is falling back a bit. The main library is increasingly characterized by another use, for example by students and pupils who find in the library an ideal place to study, using the physical collection, the digital databases we provide, but also the free Wi-Fi facilities. This new forms of use has driven the current infrastructure to its limits. It has become simply to crowded. 
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A new library will be build on this spot, called De Waalse Krook. The name Krook refers to the bend in the river, Waalse (Walloon) refers to the fact that this was the place were shippers from Wallonia passed, loaded with coal. It’s a neighbourhood in the centre of the city, long time neglected. A city cancer. The new library project is also an instrument to revitalise this neglected neighbourhood.��But the location is ideal, not even 200 meters from the current one, close to a major hub for public transport and the universityThe new library and a centre for new media will be installed in a new building, while other facilities (f.e. the Flemish audio-visual archive) will be established in the winter circus, the circular building on the picture.
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This is an impression of the new building, which will contain The new Public LibraryThe centre for new mediaThe radio centre (Urgent)Technology laboratories of the Ghent University, f.e. experimenting with the impact of music on the human brainThe IBBT, who’re working on multidisciplinary research on ICT innovation.This partnership has been structured as follows:-the library will guarantee free and easy access to the existing media (from books to the internet), using digital technology.-IBBT/UGhent will provide new access to innovative media, making use of experimental technology. Some of these applications will, in due course, be integrated in the regular library offer.-IBBT/UGhent will set up a 'Centre for New Media' (CNM) at the Krook.
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The idea is that the new library will create a bridge between two worlds. The library will take due care to adhere to its acquired values and traditional functions whilst elaborating the new concept. It will seek a synthesis, a 'best of two worlds.' More than once the printed book has been pronounced dead. Good policy implies that this doom scenario is to be taken into account, but optimal policy suggests that the library dedicate itself to the promotion of reading as well as information skills, thus safeguarding its own future. It is unlikely that everything will change dramatically, but there is sure to be an exponential growth of information and an ever-increasing need to learn and communicate. This need doesn’t mean the end of the traditional media.Thus the new library will balance between the traditional task of giving access to information and culture, the new task of giving access to new technologies, while also being a place of experience and learning. A complex split, which could work out fine, but could also cause pain… I’ll come back to that later.



New Library

• Agora
• Youth Library
• Library of Culture           3 thematic clusters
• Library of Knowledge
• Auditorium
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I’ll focus here on the library itself, which consists out of five divisions.The AGORA acts as front piece and centre of attraction. Visitors are allowed a tempting first taste of the wide range of services on offer in the library. Access to knowledge and culture, experiencing and meeting are prominently present already, not yet so is the learning aspect. Thus the agora is a place to linger as well as a transit area towards the rest of the library. It offers a thematic zone with a collection of approximately 18.000 materials - both non-fiction on topical and popular subjects, and fiction, a wide range of newspapers and magazines, and access to the internet. This zone targets the library user who wants to snap up some reading matter or collect reserved items.The agora also includes the forum, an ‘experience area’ where library and CNM, often jointly, organize a mixed variety of exhibitions, installations, performances and audio-visual presentations. This is why the forum needs to be very flexible in lay-out, logistics and technology. Visitors should enjoy and use the whole of the agora as one large meeting place and continuous source of experience. Situated immediately next to the agora is a café which also serves as reading room, offering a choice of newspapers and magazines. The LIBRARY consists of three thematic usters Youth: a range of media and happenings suitable for all ages, from nippers and toddlers to children and young adultsCulture: a range of media and happenings for adults covering literature, languages, feature films, comic books, music and art, both in Dutch and in foreign languages.Knowledge: a range of media and happenings covering non-fiction for adults. 



Each cluster contains

1. Agora
2. Collection

• focus
• open access area
• stacks

3. Forum
4. Workshop
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The total capacity of all clusters (including the focus-collection) is 234.000 items on open shelves and 114.000 items in the stacks. The three clusters are subdivided in a similar way. Each cluster reflects through its subdivision the four functions: access to knowledge and culture, experiencing, learning and meetingThis is translated into the following four spaces:1. an agora of its own, as primary meeting space and starting point for orientation towards the rest of the cluster.2. a collection, offering access to knowledge and culture :In each of the clusters, collections are displayed in three different ways.a - the focus collection zooms in upon interesting topical, special themes, subjects, persons, organizations, trends, etc. using particularly attractive and highly flexible shelving and presentation. Outside organizations can be given a forum here, offering information through publications, exhibitions and possibly ‘consulting-hours’ at an information desk.b - the open access area, where items are presented in the traditional way, meaning that fiction is put on the shelves in alphabetic, and non-fiction in systematic order. Bookcases are arranged clearly and conveniently. They consist of no more than four bookshelves and allow for maximum transparency and reachability.
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c - the stacks, storing precious materials and items in less demand, are shared by the library of culture and the library of knowledge. The stack room can be opened up to the public.Interspersed everywhere are seats for reading, listening, working, studying and using the computer. Along with the stacks, the library of culture and the library of knowledge also share a separate (silent) reading room with approximately 160 seats. The youth library also disposes of a storytelling corner. In the library of knowledge there is a media learning centre, where library users can learn to use new media.3. a forum, freely accessible and with a capacity to the equivalent of two school classes or about 50 people, where open activities of all kinds can be staged.4. a workshop room for introduction, instruction and other activities that stimulate learning and co-creation. In each of the workshops rooms a media lab is planned, where new applications can be demonstrated and tested in cooperation with CNM.
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This is the actual situation on the spot.
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I’ve been asked to speak about the major challenges we’re facing at the moment. I’ve chosen two major challenges which I believe will determine success or failure of the new public library concept.The first is: you cannot create a new concept if you do not realise a shift in mentality and focus in the 125 collaborators of present day library. We’re not building a new library from scratch. The city library of Ghent has a respectable tradition, going way back in time to the French Revolution. You’re not hearing me say that our collaborators are still working in 18th Century modus, but… The last fundamental shift in the public library has been in 1992, when the library moved to present day building. At that time a new and inspiring concept was introduced, supported by a very effective functional organization. This functional organization has survived up to today, as if libraries (including the Ghent library) haven’t changed in the last 20 years. Focus is still on the handling of materials (books, cd’s, dvd’s,…). Educational activities, community building, reading promotion activities,… have been added to the classical library, but without fundamentally changing its organizational form. Furthermore, the staff has known little change in the last 20 years. A lot of young, ambitious and competent people have joined staff in the eighties, but since 1992 there has been a minimal inflow of new people. Our staff now consists of still very competent people, who are of course less young than in the eighties, but who are also – I’m generalizing – much more orientated towards a conventional library.I’m showing this image of the game Mikado. You probably now the idea. You have to take sticks out of this bunch without moving the rest of the sticks. Re-organizing a functional organization with a difficult age pyramid (average age over 50) is like playing Mikado. Since no major reorganisation has been done since 1992 this functional organization is not in all aspects functioning in an efficient way. What we’re doing now is mapping al the processes as they are today in order to create new processes and a new structure which will be essential in the Krook library. Handling materials will be less important than dealing with people, although of course still relevant. We’re doing this with involvement of the entire staff, making it a very intense and time demanding exercise. The functional organization has to be transformed in a process organization.This change in organizational structure also makes clear for the staff that we’re not moving present day library. We’re inventing a totally new one. 
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Second major challenge: building public support for the new library. This cartoon has been published in a newspaper the day after the announcement that a new library was being build. On TV is being said “a new library for Ghent” and the man in the seat is saying: “yeah, that’s exactly what we all have been waiting for”, Definitely: there is a lot of public support for the new library. But it’s a constant challenge to maintain it. Building and interior costs are about 70 million euro. I’m not speaking about expropriation, remediation of the contaminated soil, recurrent extra costs for the exploitation,...We’re not building a new library just to have a new library. We’re building a library to serve the people living in our city. This means that we have to take constant care of the changes in population. As I said in the beginning, the population in Ghent is growing rapidly and… changing fundamentally. To give a few examples: there are more and more people with foreign roots (more than 50% of children in nursery school speak another language than Dutch at home). Poverty is growing, there’s a growing number of disadvantaged children with learning problems,… On the other hand, Ghent also has a large number of young, high educated people who stick to the city after finishing university. This demonstrates that building a new library is not just about building a one size fits all library. We will have to take into account the very different needs and aspirations of our rapidly changing population. And above all: we will have to be ready (in our interior, in our way of doing things) to manage the different styles of use of the future library. Conflict is always close.
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This demonstrates that building a new library is not just about building a one size fits all library. We will have to take into account the very different needs and aspirations of our rapidly changing population. And above all: we will have to be ready (in our interior, in our way of doing things) to manage the different styles of use of the future library. Conflict is always close.
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But hey, it’s not really a new challenge. This is a picture I took in one of our neighbourhood libraries. It says: “City library, established for the cultural development of the people.” Maybe nowadays we wouldn’t use these words anymore. But even if we’re using other words, this is still the historical task of the public library. Cultural development, emancipation, empowerment. That’s why I’m personally not speaking about a library of the future. I want a library for now. A library that will be relevant for the people of Ghent when it opens in 2015. And more important: a library that will manage to stay relevant for the people in the years after 2015. For that we will need a policy of constant change. 
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